
HACKERS  
CAN STRIKE 
YOUR DEVICE 
BEFORE YOU 
EVEN OPEN  
THE BOX. 

This is no time to compromise. 
With ThinkShield by Lenovo, you won’t have to.

Learn more at  www.thinkfwd.com.au/thinkshield.

1  https://www.nttsecurity.com/docs/librariesprovider3/resources/gbl-ntt-security-2018-global-threat- 
intelligence-report-v2-uea.pdf?sfvrsn=c761dd4d_10

2  Keep Your Drive is a paid service. Learn more at https://www.lenovo.com/us/en/services/pc-services/ 
lifecycle-support/warranty-protection/.

Did you know that your private information is at risk even 
before you enter the first line of data? Criminals are increasingly 
targeting supply chains to introduce vulnerabilities into devices 
during manufacturing and prior to delivery.1 

Device-level security begins at product development, with robust 
design features to keep users safe from today’s privacy threats. 
Each component—and its source—must be vetted so when your 
product arrives, you can be confident there is no in-built risk.

Shield your company.  
ThinkShield by Lenovo is the most complete security suite for 
business. From concept and development to supply chain and 
manufacturing, we ensure your device is secure from every angle. 

  Trust our 
  source (code).

An industry first, the Lenovo BIOS 
Reading Room is a controlled 
physical environment where 
customers can visually inspect  
more than 2 million lines of Lenovo 
product BIOS source code. 

1. Supply chain security

•  Lenovo directly oversees the
security of suppliers who build
intelligent components.

•  All suppliers must use industry-
standard practices and meet
strict security and transparency
measures.

•  Processes are aligned with Intel®
Transparent Supply Chain.

2.  Secure product development
and robust design

•  Built-in secure BIOS and firmware
development is always being
updated and optimized.

•   Industry’s first camera shutter
(ThinkShutter) lets you decide
when to be seen.

•  ThinkPad PrivacyGuard
integrated screen filter with gaze
detection prevents visual hacking.

3.  Data protection throughout
device lifecycle

•  Sensitive data stays secure when
we wipe drives and securely
recycle device parts.

•  Keep Your Drive service ensures
sensitive information never leaves
your hands.2


